Land and sea, hill and dale, developed and natural—all meet at Miller/Knox. These features come together in a park designed to provide a peaceful respite from hectic city life.

Public access to the bay was once scarce, and open spaces at risk. Now, this park preserves wild lands and recreation areas, offering visitors a variety of choices.

Here, birdwatchers enjoy the lagoon. Its bay waters offer year-round habitat for ducks, geese, and other waterfowl. Picnickers find ample room on the lawn, bicyclists ride a portion of the Bay Trail, anglers fish from the rocks or pier, and swimmers test the water at Keller Beach.

To the east, rocky hills still harbor secrets from Indian villages long ago. Patches of native grass persist amid the exotic grasslands, wildflowers bloom brightly in spring, and hawks circle overhead, scanning the ground for prey. Come climb the hills to discover the wonders of Miller/Knox.

Spring wildflowers at Miller/Knox: checkerbloom, California poppy, and mule’s ear.